**Baker - Wayne, NJ**

**Job Information**

- **ID:** #40942004
- **# of Positions:** 2
- **Minimum Education Level:** Unspecified
- **Experience Required:** none
- **Training:** Yes
- **Salary:** $16.50 + hourly
- **Duration:** Full Time Regular
- **Shift:** Unspecified
- **Hours per week:** 35

**Job Description**

Position Summary:
The Nothing Bundt Cakes (NbC) Baker ensures that cakes of the highest quality are consistently created for our guests and contributes to superior service by meeting production demands. Following strict proprietary recipes, NbC production methods and food safety standards, the Baker performs the repeated baking process for our delicious cakes offered in a variety of flavors and sizes. The Baker embodies NbC core values and demonstrates a strong commitment to excellence and efficiency in the workplace.

Accountabilities/Duties:
Follows NbC proprietary recipes and cake production methods with precision and achieves productivity goals. Effectively utilizes measuring instruments, commercial-grade mixers and ovens, and other tools to bake cakes. Accurately prepares raw ingredients and equipment for baking, places cake pans into hot oven and monitors the baking process. Adheres to the proper packaging, labeling and storage of baked cakes as well as product rotation standards, and maintains baking and refrigeration logs. Assists Bakery Manager in the development of cake production plan, monitors inventory of baking supplies and notifies management when supply replenishment is required. Evaluates raw ingredients and baked cakes to ensure NbC standards are met and informs management of any quality control issues. Cleans, sanitizes and restocks workstation and ensures all baking supplies are sufficiently prepared for the next shift. Complies with all health and safety guidelines and NbC policies and procedures, including strict adherence to dress code and personal hygiene. Maintains a consistent work attendance and punctuality record.

Company Information

Name: Kaysee Enterprise, Inc.
Description: Bakery specializing in bundt cakes.
Type: Direct Employer
Address: 1809 Route 23 South
Wayne, NJ 07470

Application Information

Email: Adeola Aliu<wayne-nj@nothingbundtcakes.com>
Apply direct: Attn: Adeola Aliu
1809 NJ-23 Suite B
Wayne, NJ 07470
By Phone: Call Adeola Aliu at (973) 988-0212
Job Posting Entered On: 6/20/2024
Job Posting Expires On: 12/30/2024
The National Labor Exchange is a public-private partnership between DirectEmployers and the National Association of State Workforce Agencies.